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HOW DO YOU SELL SOMETHING
THAT DOESN'T EXIST YET?

CGI provides a way to create realistic imagery for

products that might not exist yet with photographic

precision. e.g. Prototypes, product renders and interior

visualisations are just a few examples of its use. It’s

particularly useful for room sets, key visuals, complex

engineering or to get a feel for what a product might

look and feel like without having to manufacture a thing. 

As technologies in the industry
develop, CGI has become more
affordable than ever before. So,
should you jump on the CGI
bandwagon or stick to traditional
photography? Keep reading to
weigh up the pros and cons. 

The world has changed. CGI is
no longer the preserve of the
rich and nerdy. New techniques
have changed the game: Product
Modelling, 3D Scanning, Faster
Connectivity, meaning CGI now
belongs to everyone.

The Benefits Battlecard

These CGI assets can be used to
create quick draft campaigns for
consumer research or innovative
incubator products. If you need to
change any aspect of the design it’s
easy to do, there are no expensive
reshoots. And of course, if the
product does go into full
development, these same assets can
be used for the final consumer-
facing campaign, across any channel
from online, in-store, print, digital,
film or on your eCommerce site.

LET'S TALK 
To talk about a project or simply find out more about CGI 
call 0161 211 5421 visit visual-method.com or email hello@visual-method.com

CONSUMER
RESEARCH

PICTURE 
PERFECT

Photography has its place. It's

great when you need to
capture people and candid
shots - intuitively. When
inspiration strikes, a
photographer can easily take

new shots, vignettes or make

changes on the fly. On the flip

side, if the shoot takes longer

than expected - there are
financial implications in terms of

time, people and studio hire. 

VOLUME + SPEED
We can deliver hundreds, thousands,even millions of still and movingimages. FAST. Our production
technology allows clients to create a‘digital double’ of any product, inany variation and make quick
changes to colour, size, shape andartwork design AT SCALE.

CGI is surprisingly flexible, youcan use virtual camera anglesto control the shutter speed,focus and aperture just as youwould with traditional
photography. 

At Visual Method, our 3D artistsuse all the tricks of the trade tocompose beautiful content. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC
REALISM



WORK SMARTER
NOT HARDER

EVERGREEN, TRENDS-LED
CONTENT
If you create complex scenes such as CGI-rendered
room sets or interiors, it’s likely that you’ll want to
swap out products or change the “look and feel” to
keep up with the latest trends. With CGI, you can do
this without reconstructing the entire room. 

SAVE THE PENNIES.AND THE PLANET.

LET'S TALK 
To talk about a project or simply find out more about CGI 
call 0161 211 5421 visit visual-method.com or email hello@visual-method.com

If you sell bulky items such as beds,sofas or dining tables. Shippingfurniture to a studio is costly andbad for the environment. With CGI,each piece is replicated by a 3Dartist or modeller and replicated in avirtual environment. Saving on travel,expensive re-shoots, and the planet. 

ONE CHANCE

Photography can be fiddly.
Missed a shot? Screwed up the

lighting? Client changed their
mind mid-way? That’s too bad…

With photography you don’t
get a second chance. With CGI,

your digital assets are available

forever, to go back and tweak

as often as you’d like. 

With CGI there are no
limitations. CGI gives you andyour creative team total
freedom to market your
product how you want to,without compromise.

CREATIVE FREEDOM.FOREVER. 

The sky’s the limit when itcomes to CGI and innovation. 

Your assets can be used toelevate your CX across everychannel - online, in-store,mobile - using cutting-edgeinteractive Tech. Think AR/VRand playable commerce.

INNOVATION

TIME MEANS MONEY

The time, cost and logistical
planning needed to organise a
traditional photoshoot can often
be prohibitive. That’s why many
brand, marketing and eCommerce
managers are looking for smarter
ways to create content. 

Whilst the initial outlay for CGImight be more expensive, yourfinal CG images live forever asdigital assets. For one render,you can create multiple shotsor angles. The economies ofscale mean that CGI becomesan affordable approach. 


